
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

PROJECT: 
 

HIJACKING! 
 

 

 

 

 

There has been a rise in 'blue-light' hijackings where 
hijackers, disguised as police and often in a fake police 
car, use flashing blue lights or a fake roadblock to stop 

and then hijack vehicles. 
 

 

 

 

TO AVOID BECOMING ANOTHER STATISTIC, USE THESE 
TIPS TO STAY SAFE: 
  
 
PERSONAL PREPAREDNESS  

1. Always be aware of and constantly look at the other drivers and people 
around you. 

2. Parents are concerned about their children in a hijacking situation, and it 
is important to know how to protect yourself and your kids should you 
ever encounter a carjacking. 



3. If you have young children, our best advice is to do a reputable hijack 
prevention course as it teaches you how to prepare yourself and your 
children if you are ever faced with the situation. 

4. They key point to remember is that they are after the car – if you stay 
calm you and your children stand a much better chance of getting away 
without injury. Most hijackers simply want to get away with the vehicle 
as soon as possible. It is good advice to run your kids through a few 
scenarios so that they know to stay calm and follow your instructions 
and not question you during such an ordeal. 

  
YOUR RESIDENCE  

1. Many hijackings and home invasions happen just as you are entering or 
leaving your home and around 80% of hijackings happen in driveways. 
The hijackers have likely been watching your daily habits and choose a 
day when you are distracted to strike. 

2. Know when you are most at risk, most of us have the idea that 
hijackings happen ‘out there’, when in fact you are most at risk near 
your home. 

3. Have a well-lit driveway with an electric gate (that can switch to a 
battery during power failures) to help you get in and out safely. If you 
have an electric gate, always open your gate before you pull into your 
driveway. This will allow for a quick escape if necessary 

4. Get to know your neighbours and the cars they drive. This will help to 
identify any strange vehicles in your area. 

5. Adopt a search pattern radius to scout before approaching your home. 
Identify a point about 2km before you get home and as soon as you 
reach that, you should be extra aware of your surroundings and other 
vehicles on the road. 

6. If you do not have an electric gate and your child is in the car, take the 
car key with you as you open the gate. The car key can be used as a 
valuable negotiating tool, the criminals will want your car and you want 
your child. 

7. Be aware of hiding places along your driveway or near your gate and 
garage. Large trees, shrubs and hedges look beautiful, but they also 
provide the perfect hiding place for hijackers. 

8. One very effective method is to set up a system (or just good habits) 
when nearing or leaving your home. Survey the area, be aware of any 
potential hiding places, and if there is someone at home ask them to 
turn on exterior and even interior lights, so that it’s obvious to onlookers 
there are other people around. This will often work as a deterrent. 

  
GENERAL MOVEMENTS  

1. NEVER drive impaired, which could be any of the following:  
a. Medically not fit to drive (migraine, cast on your leg, eye 

problems) 
b. Under the influence of drugs or alcohol, 
c. Distracted by people in the vehicle, 
d. Distracted by loud music in the vehicle, 
e. Emotionally distressed because of bad news or a bad experience. 

2. One of the worst things any driver can do is let themselves be distracted 
while driving. 

3. Adjust your speed when approaching a traffic light so that you do not 
have to come to a complete stop. Leave enough room between your car 



and the one in front at junctions and traffic lights to avoid being boxed 
in. 

4. If you think that you are being followed, drive to the nearest police 
station or another safe public place with people about. Don't go home. 

5. At an unusual or unexpected roadblock, keep windows closed and doors 
locked and ask for the police or traffic officer's identity card. 

6. If you sense you are in danger, hit the button on your tracking device if 
you have one. Remember to test your tracking device and assist button 
frequently. 

7. When driving home alone, always phone ahead to give a relative, 
husband or partner your expected time of arrival. If you use a mapping 
service, you can share your route with your family members so they can 
track your journey. You should look at changing your routine and 
alternating routes so your schedule is not predictable by anyone who 
may be watching you and targeting your vehicle. 

8. Always look in your rear-view mirror, if you suspect you are being 
followed, slow down at least a street or two before you arrive at your 
house or intended destination. Try to force the vehicle behind you to 
pass or keep driving past your house and stop at a police station or flag 
down your local security company for help. 

9. Do not fall for the “tap-tap” trap where the driver of another vehicle 
gently drives into the back of your car in traffic. Never get out of your 
car to look at the damage. Rather drive to a busy location or a police 
station. Signal the other driver to follow you. If it’s not a real accident 
they will seldom follow you to the busy location or the police station. 

10. Another tactic that is often used by hijackers is forcing a gun into your 
open window while you are smoking. It is always a good idea to keep 
your windows closed when approaching a known hijacking hotspot. 

11. Driving at night naturally puts you at risk as you are less likely to see a 
hijacker coming out of a nearby bush or from behind a road sign. Robots 
or traffic lights are known hotspots for hijackers, gear down when you 
approach a traffic light at night and slowly make your way to the line 
getting ready to accelerate when the traffic light turns green. 

12. Motorists need to be extra vigilant, especially over the festive season 
when crime and hijackings tend to spike. No matter what your age or 
what vehicle you drive, it is always a good idea to attend a hijacking 
prevention course. 

13. Don’t stop for obstacles in the road. A trick that many hijackers employ 
is littering deserted roads with brick, rocks or other obstacles. If you hit 
one of these, don’t stop if your car is still in driving condition. Make your 
way to a safe and populated area before checking your car. Many people 
also get caught out doing the ‘right thing’ by stopping to remove these 
dangerous objects from the road. 

14. If you are driving late at night, or along quiet roads, you want to avoid 
standing still at red lights, as this is the perfect opportunity for hijackers 
to attack. The best solution is to start slowing down long before your 
reach the traffic lights, giving them a chance to turn green before you 
need to come to a complete standstill. Naturally, you need to be very 
aware of your surroundings. 

15. It might add a few seconds of hassle to your day but keep valuables out 
of sight. Many hijackings are crimes of opportunity, meaning they’re 
unplanned and criminals pick their victims seemingly at random. Having 
valuable items such as handbags, jewellery and cell phones immediately 
visible will make you a much more tempting target. 

    
WARNING SIGNS  



 

1. Seeing the same vehicle in different stages of your journey should raise 
an alarm. You need to determine if it is a potential threat:  

a. Slow down and allow the vehicle to pass, 
b. Make an unexpected turn where you would not normally turn and 

see if the vehicle follows you, 
c. Time the traffic light so that you cross the intersection at the very 

last second before the light turns red, observe if the other vehicle 
follows, 

d. Pull into a public parking lot at a shopping centre, drive straight 
to the handicapped parking space, and leave your vehicle as 
quick as possible. Observe if the vehicle enters the parking lot. 

 

 

 

 

THE ACTUAL HIJACKING  

1. When you are involved in a car hijacking it is normal to panic, but you 
must do your best to try to stay calm. 

2. Listen to the hijackers and avoid antagonising them. 
3. Show them that you are not a threat, and you are prepared to give 

them your car if they spare your life. 
4. Avoid direct eye contact with the hijackers, this will make them 

uncomfortable and if they know you can identify them then you are at 
risk of becoming a hostage. 

5. Hijackers want access to your car and will do anything to get your 
vehicle, so it is better to give them the car and escape the scene 
unharmed. They often use a sparkplug to break your window. If this 
happens you will experience a loud bang, so you need to try not to 
panic. 

6. Give them the keys and put your hazards on to signal to the other 
motorists behind you that something is wrong, hopefully, the driver 
behind you will alert the police. 

7. Always lift your arms to show them you have no weapons and that you 
are harmless. 

8. Slowly use your left arm to undo your seatbelt and put your car in 
neutral, jerky, and fast movements can be perceived as a threat or 
cause the hijackers to react. 

9. It is not a good idea to turn off your car, this is likely to anger the 
hijackers as they want to make a quick getaway. 

10. If you are hijacked while your children are in the car, climb out of the 
vehicle slowly and tell the hijackers calmly that you need to take all your 
children out. Immediately move to the back door directly behind the 
driver’s door. 

11. Remember that if you are travelling with the entire family, your eldest 
child should always be seated behind the driver and the younger child to 
the left. To remove them out of the car:  

a. Take your older child out of the car, then place one foot firmly in 
the car on the floor behind the driver’s seat, so you lean across to 
retrieve the youngest child. 

b. Your eldest child will probably cling to you while you are trying to 
get to your younger child. 

c. Reassure the older child that everything is fine, while taking out 
the younger child. 



 

d. Back away from the car slowly with both of your children. 
12. If the hijackers panic and the vehicle starts moving before you have 

your children out of the car, your firm footing in the vehicle will throw 
your body weight into the car with your children, as opposed to you 
being left behind and the hijackers speeding off with only your children. 

13. Turning your back on the hijackers is dangerous; always keep your head 
down not looking at the hijackers and keep your body facing them. 
Remember that your organs are most exposed from the back. 

14. Surrender your vehicle and keys immediately and then try to put as 
much distance between yourself and the vehicle as possible. Don’t run, 
but gradually back away from the car making it clear to them that 
they’re free to go. If they must choose between going after the vehicle 
or you, they will choose the vehicle, it’s what they came for. 

15. Once the hijackers are out of sight, you can report the hijacking to the 
authorities, and hopefully, the motorists that you signalled took note of 
the perpetrators to apprehend the criminals. 

 

 

 

 

 

AFTERCARE 
  

Your car can always be replaced, but you only have one life. 
Seek professional help that can assist you to deal with the 

traumatic ordeal, even if you think that you are ok. 
 

 

 

 

 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY  
 
   
 ER24  084 124 
 NETCARE 911  082 911 
 POLICE  10111 
 EMERGENCY  112 
 ARRIVE ALIVE  0861 400 800 
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(This information project has been compiled using open-source data and is not 
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ALL INFORMATION RECEIVED WILL BE TREATED IN 
THE STRICTEST CONFIDENTIALITY AND 
EVERY IDENTITY WILL BE PROTECTED. 
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"SPECIALISED SECURITY SERVICES": 
   

 https://mailchi.mp/mikebolhuis.co.za/interview-car-hijackings-and-
safety-precautions 

 https://mailchi.mp/6deb93f12a78/project-theft 
 https://mailchi.mp/15548e3570bc/interview-safety-tips-into-hijackings-

and-a-new-scam-perpretrated-by-the-saps-on-car-hijacking-victims 
 https://mailchi.mp/82a0876e9540/project-holiday-safety-tips-part-2 
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You may forward this document. 
 
 
  

Regards, 
 
 
Mike Bolhuis. 
Specialist Investigators into 
Serious Violent & Serious Economic Crimes 
PSIRA Reg. 1590364/421949 
Mobile: +27 824476116 
E-mail: mike@mikebolhuis.co.za 
Fax: 086 585 4924 
 
Follow us on Facebook to view our projects - 
https://www.facebook.com/MikeBolhuisOfficial 
 
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT: Our biggest enemy is disinformation. If you 
receive any information regarding my organisation that concerns you, please 
contact me, Mike Bolhuis, directly to confirm whether the information is indeed 
factual or not. 
 
STANDARD RULES APPLY: Upon appointment, we require a formal mandate 
with detailed instructions. Please take note that should you not make use of 
our services – you may not under any circumstance use my name or the name 



 

of my organisation as a means to achieve whatever end. 
 
POPI ACT 4 of 2013 South Africa: Mike Bolhuis Specialised Security 
Services falls under Section 6 of the act. Read more here. 
  

 

 

 

 

SSS TASK TEAM: 
 
Mr. Werner Koekemoer 
Second in Charge (2IC) 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crime 
Head: Serious & Violent Crimes 
Head: K9 Unit 
Head: Anti-Poaching Unit 
Head: Crime Prevention 
Head: Anti-Crime Unit 
Head: Crime Intelligence Unit 
Head: Covert Operations 
Head: Narcotics & Security Specialist Unit 
Head: Serious Violent Crimes Unit 
Mobile: +27 82 820 3680 
E-mail: werner@mikebolhuis.co.za 
Fax: 086 517 1160 
 
Mr. Luke Enslin 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Special Investigations 
Project Manager & Investigations Head: SA 00013/00 
Organized Crime Threat Compiler & Organised Crime Investigator 
Prevention of Organised Crime (POCA) Specialist 
Multidisciplinary Under Cover Operative 
Project Leader & Investigator 
Qualifications: 
BA (Unisa) & National Diploma (Pol.) 
Former Colonel 
Mobile: +27 82 222 5821 
Mobile: +27 79 533 7069 
E-mail: luke@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Vince Harris 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
S.S.S. Group Leader : Greater Pretoria Area 
Serious Violent Crimes 
General Crimes Phase 1/2/3 
Crime Intelligence 
Specialist in Conflict Resolution 
Interrogation Methods 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma (Police Science) 
Former Colonel (1977 - 2005) 
PSIRA Reg Number: 1271449 
Mobile: +27 82 673 1830 
E-mail: vinceh@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Koos Gerber 
S.S.S. Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Head: Protection Unit 
Head: Rehabilitation & Narcotics 
Head: Track & Tracing Unit 
Narcotics detection 



Risk Analysing 
K9 Unit 
Former Warrant Officer (1991 - 2015) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 2512638 (A) 
Mobile: +27 82 952 6909 
Email: koosg@mikebolhuis.co.za. 
 
Mr. Jacques Rauch 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Economic Crime 
Fraud Investigations Corruption Investigations 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Intelligence Gathering Specialist 
Covert Operations Specialist 
Former Warrant Officer (1991 - 2014) 
PSIRA Reg Number: 2912195 
Mobile: +27 82 787 7261 
E-mail: jacquesr@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Anton Bonthuys 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Head: Cybercrime Unit 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Specialist Forensic Data Analyst 
Telecommunication Specialist 
Money Laundering 
Qualifications: 
IBMi2 Specialist 
Programmer: (Cobol, CICS, DB2, JCL, SQL, C/C++, Java, HTML, Perl, PHP, JScript) 
Mobile:  +27 82 328 1627 
Email: antonb@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Dewaldt Huysamen 
SSS Specialist Investigator: 
Cybercrime Division, Email Scams, Internet Scams, 
Internet Fraud, Cryptocurrency & Blockchain Specialist 
Head of SSS Platforms: 
Social Media Channels, Website, Database, 
PR, Communications, System Administration 
Qualifications: 
Google Ads Certified 
Google Analytics Certified 
Hubspot Certified 
Google Partner 
Google Streetview Partner 
Google Regional Trainer 
Mobile: +27 61 800 0020 
Email: dewaldt@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Sidwell Nkabinde 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Assistant Cybercrime 
Narcotics Specialist 
Cyber Fraud Specialist 
Mobile: +27 62 039 0988 
Email: sydwelln@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Cobus Cronje 
S.S.S Senior Investigator: 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Corporate Forensic Investigations 
Fraud Investigations 
Copper cable (overhead) theft investigations 
Qualifications: 
Diploma Forensic Investigations and Criminal Law 
National Higher Certificate - Police Administration 
Former Detective Sergeant (1992 - 2000) 



PSIRA Registration number: 2403871 
Mobile: +27 71 219 4811 
E-mail: cobusc@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Cecil Benade 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
National Head: SSS Serious and Violent Crime Investigation 
Serious Violent Crimes 
K9 - Drug Enforcement Unit 
K9 - Visual Tracking Unit 
K9 - Explosive Identification Unit 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma - Police Administration 
Former Captain (1994 - 2019) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203622 
Mobile: +27 79 527 8886 
E-mail: cecilb@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Ms. Maatje Swanepoel  
S.S.S. Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
K9 Patrol Dog 
Explosives Identification 
K9 Explosives 
Fire Investigation 
K9 Fire Investigation 
Veterinary Assistant K9  
Former Captain (1993 -2021) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203617 
Mobile: +27 66 007 1818 
Email: maatje@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Ms. Odette van Staden 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Crime Information Analyst 
Criminal Behaviour Specialist 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma - Policing 
Higher Certificate - Communication 
Former Lieutenant Colonel 
PSIRA Registration number: 3056821 
Mobile: +27 64 700 3023 
Email: odettevs@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Chris Coetser 
S.S.S. Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes  
Serious Economic Crimes 
Commercial Crimes 
Vehicle Crime  
Specialist Analyst 
Specialist Intelligence Gatherer 
Specialist Anti-Counterfeit Products Investigator 
Qualifications:  
National Diploma: Police Administration 
UCT Certificate: Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) 
UCT Certificate: Business Risk Management 
Analyst Notebook qualification (Investigative Software Solutions) 
Former Warrant Officer (1989 - 2013) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 2540982 (Grade A) 
Mobile: +27 82 457 4007 
Email: chrisc@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Johan de Jager 
S.S.S. Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 



K9 Patrol Dog 
Explosives Identification 
K9 Explosives 
K9 Endangered and Protected Species  
Commercial/Corporate Investigator & Prosecutor  
Former Warrant Officer (1992 - 2009) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203619 
Mobile: +27 79 617 6881  
Email: jjdejager@mikebolhuis.co.za. 
 
Mr. Tony Naidoo 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Intelligence Gathering 
Covert Operations Specialist 
Serial Killing Investigation Specialist 
Kidnapping Investigation Specialist 
Armed Robbery Investigation Specialist 
Fraud Investigation Specialist 
Mobile: +27 82 222 5821 
Mobile: +27 79 533 7069 
E-mail: mike@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Vaughan Schwartz 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Economic Crimes 
National Chief Specialist Investigator 
Qualifications: 
B.Proc (UNISA) & Nat. Dip. Police Admin. (RSA Tek) 
Qualified Attorney & Conveyancer 
Former Lieutenant Colonel (1983 - 1995) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203620 
Mobile: +27 79 347 5691 
Email: vaughans@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Miss. Daniëlle Van Ede 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Criminologist 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Crime Information Analyst and Criminal Profiler 
Expert Criminal Investigator Involving Female Offenders and Personality Disorders 
Qualifications: 
BA (Pretoria) BA HONS (Criminology) (Monash) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203623 
Mobile: +27 82 456 0367 
Email: daniellevanede@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Miss. Natascha Laing 
S.S.S. Specialist Investigator: 
Preliminary Investigations Specialist 
Investigative Interview Specialist 
Case Docket Administrator 
Ethics to Business Environment 
Common and Statutory Law Offences Specialist 
Criminal Justice System Analyst 
Private and Forensics Investigator    
Mobile: +27 82 089 4783   
Email:  nataschal@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Morney Vos 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Commercial Crimes  
Vehicle Crime  
K9 - Patrol/Explosive Specialist 
K9 - Tracking Specialist 
Qualifications: 



National Certificate - Police Administration 
Former Warrant Officer (1988 - 2001) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 886208 
Mobile: +27 66 212 5193 
E-mail: morneyv@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Wilhelm Keyser 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Surveillance Specialist 
Combat & Self Defense Specialist 
VIP Bodyguard 
Risk Analysis Specialist 
Safety & Security Specialist 
Head: Crime Protection Unit 
Mobile: +27 82 772 8957 
E-mail: wilhelmkeyser@yahoo.com 
 
Mr. Hein Jooste 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Crime Prevention Operative 
Crime Intelligence & Covert Operative 
Anti-Hijack & Security Specialist 
Anti-Industrial/Corporate Espionage/Sabotage Specialist 
Tracking & Tracing Specialist 
VIP & Close Protection Operative 
Special Weapons & Tactics Specialist 
Mobile: +27 83 759 8689 
Email: fourways.swordfighting@gmail.com 
 
Mr. Brendon Riley 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Bug & Debugging Specialist 
Risk Analysis Specialist 
Alarm & CCTV Expert 
Crime Scene Cleaning Specialist 
Safety & Security Equipment Specialist 
Mobile: +27 83 273 7928 
E-mail: bhriley@mweb.co.za 
 
Mr. Jan Roos 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Commercial Fraud Investigations 
Narcotics ID Specialist 
Track-&-tracing 
Qualifications: 
First responder to sexual offences 
Vulnerable children specialist investigator 
National Certificate - Policing 
Former Detective Warrant Officer (1991 - 2017) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3033614 (A) 
Mobile: +27 79 997 1132 
E-mail: janr@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Wesley Vos 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Qualifications:  
National Diploma - Risk Management 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3207128 
Mobile: +27 60 899 9938 
Email: wesleyv@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Hennie Viljoen 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
General Crimes 



Unnatural Deaths including cases against Medical Practitioners 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma - Police Administration 
Former Deputy Sherriff 
Former Detective Inspector (1986 - 2007) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203623 
Mobile: +27 82 787 8388 
E-mail: henniev@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Ray Koch 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Serious Violent Crimes 
VIP Protection 
PSIRA Registration Number: 265329 
Mobile: +27 82 255 1516 
Email: rayk@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Callie De Kock 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
General Crime Investigations 
Road Accident Investigations 
Loss/Risk Management Investigations 
Retail Loss/Shrinkage Investigations 
Fingerprint Expert 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma Police Administration 
Diploma in Private Investigations (London UK 2005) 
British Transport Police (2000-2006) 
Former Lieutenant Colonel (1985 - 2000) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 3203612 
Mobile: +27 61 419 4416 
E-mail: calliedk@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Phil Vermeulen 
SSS Senior Specialist Investigator 
Serious Violent Crimes Investigations 
Narcotics ID & Investigation 
Copper Theft Exposed / Investigation 
Informer and Interpreter specialist 
Track & Trace 
VIP Escorts and personal protection 
Hijacking & Vehicle Theft Investigations 
Qualifications: 
National Diploma: Policing 
Former Warrant Officer (1990 - 2006) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 1561931 
Mobile: +27 82 604 4598 
Email: phil14vermeulen@gmail.com 
 
Mr. Jacques Visser 
Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Violent Crimes 
K9 - Patrol & Explosives 
Explosives ID Expert 
Illegal Mining Operations Expert 
Anti Poaching Operator 
CPO Operator 
High-Value Escort Gold (PSD) 
Safety & Security Specialist 
Former Sergeant (1990 - 2002) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 969049 
Mobile: +27 67 946 0812 
Email: jacquesv@mikebolhuis.co.za 
 
Mr. Mac Coetzee 
S.S.S Specialist Investigator: 
Deception Detection 



 

Profiling Specialist 
Behaviour & Personality Profiling 
Cognitive Interviewing 
Close Executive Protection (BTECi) 
Security Risk Assessment (BTECi) 
Counter Surveillance (BTECi) 
Criminology (BA CRIM) 
Psychology (BPSYCH HONS) 
Criminal Psychology – Current (BPSYCH MBA) 
PSIRA Registration Number: 1140433 
Mobile: +27 72 727 9504 
E-mail: marcus@soulx.co.za 
 
Mr. Ben Calitz 
Spectrack (Pty) Ltd 
S.S.S Senior Specialist Investigator: 
Serious Economic Crimes 
Serious Violent Crimes 
Track & Tracing Unit 
Safety/Risk Analysis Unit 
Blasting/Explosive Expert 
Security Specialist 
Cash In Transit-007 
Response Security Officer-006 
PSIRA NUMBER:329871 
Mobile: +27 84 473 0126 
Email: ben@spectrack.co.za  
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